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All they care for is partying drinking and smoking weed every single day. Reality shows are corrupting as they
rely on humiliation and conflict to create excitement. However watching media over time takes a toll on the
young mind. When the show is being watched by teenager they think is ok to Have a baby too and be in love if
the people on reality TV shows can do it why not them? Although, researchers say that reality tv helps
children and teenagers in need by showing them the good that comes out of a bad situation, how to solve an
every day to day scenario, and how to think positive. Conclusion A. Reality shows are driving out other sorts
of programmes, so that often there is nothing else to watc Information transactions depend on personal and
interpersonal meaning. When these children mimic these shows this plague spreads to other children whether
it is in school or around their neighborhoods. In addition, reality TV stars become very popular within a very
short period of time. The question is why? Media, such as television, is a hindrance to America's society
because it causes more violence, creates image problems and deteriorates self esteem, and induces stereotypes.
They mostly show ordinary people with no special talents do In these programmes we see people like us faced
with unusual situations. Reality television is a bad influence on our society today due to the popularity,
decision making, and misconduct of the individuals shown. But they give off the wrong message to young
girls. Values such as being successful, smart, educated, acting polite has less value nowadays. The pro Reality
shows are also popular because they exploit new technology so that millions of people can participate in the
programme â€” typically by voting. Watching reality TV allows a child to believe what happens on TV is only
what can happen to them. Viewers come to know about them and appreciate their performance. Teenagers
who need outside help can receive it from reality tv. It can persuade someone to act a different way than
normal. Get Essay Teenage females are starting to dress differently; they are starting to show more skin at a
very young age. On the other hand, reality TV can be very educational. That is part of these problems; viewers
get a sense of comfortability and act as if they know each other, including kids Jaffe. Leaving an everlasting
affect, these shows do a lot of damage.


